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AIB announces winners of 2012 International Media Excellence Awards
2012 ‘AIBs’ recognise creativity and innovation in global broadcasting across TV, radio, trans-media,
and technology
London, UK, 7 November 2012 - The Association for International Broadcasting (AIB) announced
the winners of its annual global media excellence awards at a gala event in London tonight [7
November 2012].
The AIB Awards are unique in broadcasting because of their independence from commercial interests
- an independent and international panel of judges consisting of respected professionals from the
broadcasting and wider media industries selected the winners from entries submitted from all over the
world.
Categories covered by the ‘AIBs’ include separate awards for radio and television, transmedia
productions, as well as awards for innovation in technology. This year sees a special category for the
best coverage of London 2012 and the introduction of an award for short documentaries.
Simon Spanswick, AIB CEO said: ”The range of entries in this year’s AIBs was outstanding and our
judges had a tremendously challenging time in evaluating and selecting the winners. We’ve seen
broadcasters investigating hugely important issues both at home and abroad, excellent and
courageous journalism, as well as superb coverage of sporting events, all demonstrating high
production values. Overall, we’ve seen the best and worst of life portrayed in pictures and sound.”
Hosted by Evgenia Altfeld, presenter/producer at RTG TV in Russia, the event was attended by
senior executives, producers and journalists from media organisations around the world, and featured
Jessica Beinecke, producer OMG! Meiyu as special guest "in conversation". The 2012 AIBs are
sponsored by Eurosport and Russian Travel Guide TV.

The 2012 AIBs | Winners and highly commended finalists
Clearest live news coverage – TV
Winner
France 24 for 'The Tripoli Brigade'
---"superbly engaging and capturing the real spirit of the moment"--Highly commended
Antena 3 for 'University Square Demonstrations'
---"excellent ground work by camera crews; many, varied voices"--Phoenix Satellite Television for 'China’s Wenzhou Train Collision'
---"comprehensive coverage with strong news sense"--Clearest live news coverage – radio

Winner
BBC World Service for 'Sudan Independence'
---"impressively told - offered insights into the birth of a country from the perspectives of
children to officials"--Highly commended
MBN Afia Darfur for 'Kabkabiya Violence'
---"the importance of this story is immense - it took courage and understanding to
produce"--BBC Burmese for 'Coverage of the 2012 Burmese By-Elections'
---"offered a glimpse inside Burma at a time of rapid and unprecedented change"--Best specialist programme
Winner
TV2 for 'Dining with the Enemy'
---"grabs you from the start, this eclectic mix of the entertaining and deeply serious"--Highly commended
BBC World News for 'Collaboration Culture'
---"fun to watch, with great participants"--RTG TV for 'The Untouched Heart of the Urals'
---"intriguing, beautifully photographed; makes you realise there is so much more to this
planet than you know"--Best radio creative feature
Winner
BBC World Service for 'Knitting in Tripoli'
---"intimate and extremely original story-telling layered with solid journalism; creatively
provides human context to a tragic international event"--Highly commended
Société Radio-Canada for 'Tales of Objects – The Bra'
---" lively, amusing concept, funny and quirky"--Best radio investigative documentary
Winner
RTE for 'Maurice – a Final Journey'
---"so hard hitting that it became difficult to listen - but you had to - you were gripped;
superb editing and brave narration by the protagonists"--Highly commended
BFBS Radio for 'Yuddha Ka Sarathi'
---"true war stories, engagingly told"--ABC Radio for 'Intellectually Disabled Fight for Justice'
---"makes a powerful case so that the issue could be addressed on a national level for the
first time"--Czech Radio for 'Britons at Czechoslovakian Radio'
---"beautifully crafted with great use of archive material"---

Best domestic current affairs documentary
Winner
NHK for 'Fallout – The Last Days of Iitate Village'
---"a great film and an important document; in the whole chaos of events the film crew
managed to film people with all their emotions - could hardly be done better, under the
difficult circumstances"--Highly commended
Antena 3 for 'A Hell of a Living'
---"poignant and thought-provoking"--CBS News for '60 Minutes – Hard Times Generation'
---"an eye-opening tale"--Best live sports coverage
Winner
Eurosport for 'Roland Garros 2012'
---"innovative coverage, outstanding presentation that's fast, informative, original"--Highly commended
Nine Network for 'State of Origin Game 3'
---"great commentary; imaginative way of telling stories around key players"--Best coverage of London 2012
Winner
Sunset+Vine/Channel 4 for 'Coverage of the London 2012 Paralympic Games'
---"innovative and ground-breaking programming – great on-screen graphics and great
context"--Most innovative production technology
Sponsored by EUROSPORT
Winner
Radio Taiwan International for 'Mobile citizens broadcasting network'
---"a very imaginative, comprehensive solution to opening up TV reporting to citizens as
well as expanding RTI's professional capabilities"--Best short documentary
Winner
e-News Channel for 'The Story of Lucas Sithole'
---" moving production, with some unique shooting methods"--Highly commended
Kansai Telecasting Corporation for 'The Policeman Zookeeper'
---"an influential film - the character was very well developed"--BBC Media Action for 'Girl Hub – Tirunesh'
---"impressive - a simple narrative but a great contribution to changing harmful attitudes
towards women and girls"---

Best investigative documentary – TV
Winner
Channel 4 for 'Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields'
---"brings a truly shocking story to light through excellent and balanced journalism"--Highly commended
BBC Arabic for 'Jordan’s Secret Shame'
---"well crafted, investigated and contextualised"--Radio Free Asia for 'An Invisible World – The Lives of Slaves'
---"excellent series, telling previously hidden stories"--Best radio current affairs documentary
Winner
BBC Arabic for 'The Women of Tahrir Square'
---"powerful first person account of issues underlying the Egyptian struggle"--Highly commended
Radio New Zealand for 'Broken River'
---"highly engaging, with excellent production values – the bicycle is a great device"--RFE/RL for 'Solitary Confinement'
---"high levels of creativity and variety in the resources used"--Best children’s factual
Winner
BBC Newsround for 'My Autism and Me'
---"extraordinary, well crafted, with clever use of animation; 13-year-old Rosie invites us
into her world in a way that is as far removed from patronising as it's possible to get"--Best transmedia production
Winner
Deutsche Welle for 'Destination Europe'
---"first-rate multilingual, multi-platform approach, with extensive use of social media to
provide real, relevant information to those seeking a better life in Europe"--Best international current affairs documentary
Winner
TV2 for 'The Price of War – The Hard Way Out'
---"excellent material filmed in the field, combined with great story-telling"--Highly commended
France 24 for 'Colombia – Caught in the Crossfire'
---"reporting showed a great deal of engagement and overcoming immense personal
risks"--SVT for 'Wikirebels'
---"a powerful story that gained through unprecedented access to the key players"---

Best science programme
Winner
Channel 4 for 'Mummifying Alan – Egypt’s Secret'
---"what a fantastic documentary! Sympathetically and clearly told – intrigue and mystery
blended with science and discovery; great education through powerful storytelling"--Highly commended
WDR for 'Gorillas of the Congo – Chainsaw to the Rescue'
---"effective use of video footage to demonstrate the complexity of human-animal
interaction in environment"--Société Radio-Canada for 'The Sinking of the Costa Concordia'
---"high production values, gripping content, effective story-telling behind the scenes of a
front-page story, a joy to watch"--AIB Founders’ Award
Winner
Jessica Beinecke of OMG! Meiyu
---“impressive enthusiasm and digital expertise has ensured rapid viral success for this
highly-innovative teaching programme"---

Radio personality of the year
Winner
Kim Hill, Radio New Zealand
---"an experienced and warm broadcaster exercising full control of her content whilst
coaxing her guests to reveal more of themselves; really enjoyable live and sparky content
that demonstrates what is great about radio and illustrates how important lightness of touch
is in speech content"--TV personality of the year
Sponsored by RTG TV
Winner
Barkha Dutt, NDTV
---"a reporter of considerable stretch and depth, still passionate and fearless in bringing
the issues closer to her viewers"---

---ENDS--Media contact
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The 2012 AIBs | Judges
The judges for the AIBs have a vast range of experience in different aspects of broadcasting and are
drawn from all over the world. The full list is:

Steve Ahern, CEO, IMBA, Australia | Robert Bell, Executive Director, WTA, USA |
Wayne Borg, Deputy CEO and COO, twofour54, UAE | Nicolas Bourdon, Marketing &
Communications Director, EVS, Belgium | Ivo Burum, Executive Producer, Burum Media,
Australia | Donovan Castillo-Mohlman, VP Programming & Promotions, Channel NewsAsia
Network, Singapore | Puruesh Chaudhary, President, AGAHI Foundation, and Ambassador
to CIME, Pakistan | Linden Clark, Manager, Radio New Zealand International, New
Zealand | Annabel Croft, Presenter, UK | Alex Daquo, Editorial Deputy Director,
Eurosport, France | John Dunlop, Market Development Specialist, Arqiva, UK | Mark
Errington, CEO, OASYS, UK | Adelheid Feilcke-Tiemann, Head, Culture Department,
Deutsche Welle, Germany | Eduardo François, Executive Director, Illuminati Films,
Brazil | Malcolm Fried, Managing Director EMEA, Bloomberg TV, UK | Mihai Gadea,
CEO, Antena 3, Romania | Jeffrey Gedmin, CEO, Legatum Institute, UK | Rut Gomez
Sobrino, Presenter/Producer, RNE, Spain | Flora Gregory, Journalist/Filmmaker, Al
Jazeera, UK | Mohamed Ali Harrath, CEO, Islam Channel, UK | Lorelei Harris, Editor,
RTÉ Radio, Ireland | David Hochner, CEO, SatLink, Israel | Barry Houlihan, General
Manager, Mobile Interactive Group (MIG), UK | Carlson Huang, Vice Manager and
English Programme Host, RTI, Taiwan | Amir Jahangir, CEO, Mishal Pvt. Ltd, Pakistan
| Abubakar Jijiwa, Director General, Voice of Nigeria | Richard Kastelein, Partner,
Agora Media, UK | Oleg Kupriyanov, Deputy Chairman International Relations, Voice
of Russia, Russia | John Maguire, Director of International Development, France 24,
France | Vivien Marles, MD InterMedia Africa, Kenya | Michael McCluskey, CEO, ABC
Radio Australia, Australia | Michael McEwen, Director General, NABA, USA | Marcus
Metzner, Head Marketing & Communications, arvato Systems, Germany | Nicky Ness,
Controller, BFBS Radio & SSVC, UK | Alexey Nikolov, Deputy Editor in Chief, RT
Channel, Russia | John Ogden, Network Director, The Spectrum Radio Network, UK |
Alpesh Patel, CEO, Mi-Fone, UAE | Julia Ragona, Chief Broadcast Operations Officer,
RFE/RL, Czech Republic | Dick Rempt, CEO, TalentsMedia, The Netherlands | Lior
Rival, VP Sales & Marketing, RRsat, Israel | Paul Robinson, President,
International, A Squared Elxsi Entertainment, UK | Philippe Rouxel, VP Marketing,
GlobeCast, France | Simon Spanswick, CEO, AIB, UK | Helen Stehli, Producer, SRF,
Switzerland | Fedor Strizhkov, CEO, RTG TV, Russia | Amir Tajik, Production
Manager, Press TV, Iran | Jeff Trimble, Executive Director, Broadcasting Board of
Governors, USA | Nigel Wilkes, Group Manager, Panasonic, UK | Tom Wragg, Global
Broadcast Summit, UK |

The 2012 AIBs | Sponsors
Eurosport are the sponsors of the innovative technology award.
Eurosport is the leading sports entertainment group in Europe and
boasts six TV channels worldwide. The flagship channel Eurosport
is the no 1 pan‐European TV channel, broadcast in 20 languages
and reaching 125 million homes across 59 countries.
RTG TV are the sponsors of the international TV personality of the
year award.
Russian Travel Guide TV is an international documentary TV
channel focused on the cultural and geographical variety of the
world’s largest country. It covers a wide range of topics from
history to culture, cuisine, nature programmes, active holidays,
and Russia’s ethnic mix.

About the AIB
Established in 1993, the AIB is the international industry association and global knowledge network
for the international broadcasting industry – cross-media, cross-border, cross-cultural. With a reach of
over 25,000 communicators and media professionals, AIB is a unique centre of information about
international broadcasting, covering TV, radio, online and mobile. AIB researches regular market
intelligence briefings for its members and provides client-specific consultancy and project support.
Members receive an extensive package of services throughout the year. AIB publishes the
comprehensive Global Broadcasting Sourcebook and the international media magazine, The Channel.

AIB hosts the annual AIB International Media Excellence Awards – the "AIBs". For more information,
visit www.aib.org.uk and theaibs.tv or call +44 (0) 20 7993 2557

